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Abstract. 1 This paper is concerned with optimal coalition structure generation
in multi-agent systems. For characteristic function game representations, we pro-
pose a pre-processing technique, presented in the form of filter rules, that re-
duces the intractability of the coalition structure generation problem by identi-
fying coalitions which cannot belong to any optimal structure. These filter rules
can be incorporated into many potential anytime coalition structure generation
algorithms but we test the effectiveness of these filter rules in the sequential ap-
plication of the distributed coalition value calculation algorithm (DCVC) [1] and
the anytime coalition structure generation algorithm of Rahwan et al. (RCSG)
[2]. The distributed DCVC algorithm provides an input to the centralised RCSG
algorithm and we show that for both normal and uniform distributions of coali-
tion values, the proposed filter rules reduce the size of this input by a considerable
amount. For example, in a system of 20 agents, fewer than 5% of coalition values
have to be input, compared to more than 90% when filter rules are not employed.
Furthermore, for a normal distribution of coalition values, the running time of the
RCSG algorithm exponentially accelerates as a consequence of the significantly
reduced input size. This pre-processing technique bridges the gap between the
distributed DCVC and centralised RCSG algorithms and is a natural benchmark
to develop a distributed CSG algorithm.

1 Background and Problem Definition

In multi-agent systems (MAS), coalition formation occurs when distinct autonomous
agents group together to achieve something more efficiently than they could accom-
plish individually. One of the main challenges in co-operative MAS is to determine
which exhaustive division of agents into disjoint coalitions (referred to as a coalition
structure (CS) from now on) maximizes the total payoff to the system. This complex
research issue is referred to as the coalition structure generation (CSG) problem. To
this end, coalition formation is often studied using characteristic function game (CFG)
representations which consist of a set of agentsA and a characteristic function v, which
assigns a numerical value to every feasible coalition C ⊆ A, reflecting the effectiveness
of the co-operation of the agents within each coalition. In this convenient but simplified
representation, it is assumed that the performance of any one coalition is independent

1 The authors are grateful for financial support received from the UK EPSRC through the project
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from other co-existing coalitions in the system. In other words, every coalitionC has the
same value in every structure CS to which it belongs. Evidently, the CFG representa-
tion is a special case of the more general partition function game (PFG) representation
in which the value of any coalition depends on other co-operational arrangements be-
tween the agents in the whole system [3].

Since the number of structures increases exponentially as the number of agents in-
creases linearly (for example, there are 190, 899, 322 possible structures for 14 agents
compared to 1.3 billion structures for 15 agents) then the problem of computing an opti-
mal CS becomes time consuming, even for a moderate number of agents. Consequently,
much of the research into the CSG problem has focused on generating an optimal CS
by evaluating as few as possible. This line of research can be divided into three broad
categories: (i) limiting the size of coalitions that can be formed [4], (ii) reducing the
number of structures that need to be searched at the expense of accuracy [5, 6] and (iii)
proposing algorithms which take the advantage of the CFG representation to vastly re-
duce the time taken to generate an optimal CS. Since we are interested in generating
optimal solutions in an unconstrained domain, in this paper, we will focus exclusively
on the third approach.

There are two general classes of CSG algorithms. Yen [7] proposed an algorithm
based on dynamic programming (DP) methods. The advantage of this approach is that
it outputs an optimal without comparing every possible structure. However, one dis-
advantage is that it only outputs an optimal after it has completed its entire execution
meaning such methods are not appropriate when the time required to return an optimal
solution is longer than the time available to the agents. To circumvent these problems,
Rahwan et al. [2] proposed an anytime CSG algorithm which divides the space of all
structures (denoted Π from now on) into sub-spaces consisting of coalition structures
which are identical w.r.t. the sizes of the coalitions involved. Using this representation,
and taking, as input, all feasible coalition values, this algorithm uses statistical informa-
tion, computed from the coalition values input, to determine which of the sub-spaces
are ‘promising’, i.e. which of them may contain an optimal structure. The algorithm
then searches these ‘promising’ subspaces, once again, using the statistical information
to avoid generating structures which cannot be optimal. This methodology exploits the
fact that in CFGs, every coalition C has the same value in every structure CS to which
it belongs. Since it is possible to utilize statistical data computed from coalition values
to reason about the values of coalition structures, in this paper, we propose a number of
pre-processing techniques. These techniques are represented in the form of filter rules
which have syntax: condition→ action, with the interpretation being that all coalition
values which meet the requirements of the condition cannot belong to an optimal struc-
ture and so an appropriate action is performed.

Typically, such actions involve filtering coalition values from the input, or filter-
ing all structures containing these coalitions from the search-space. Filtering coalition
values from the input is important for two reasons. Firstly, it reduces the number of
coalition values an individual agent needs to transfer if the coalition value calculation
process is distributed as in the DCVC algorithm of Rahwan and Jennings [1]. Secondly,
it automatically reduces the search space as fewer coalition structures can be created
from the input. To test the effectiveness of our approach, we compare the sequential



operation of the DCVC and Rahwan et al. anytime algorithm both with and without the
filter rules. Following the MAS literature, we focus on normal and uniform distributions
of coalition values [2] and show that our filter rules:

– always significantly reduce the size of input (from 90% to 5% and 3% for normal
and uniform distributions, respectively); and,

– exponentially reduce the time needed to search promising subspaces for a normal
distribution whereas they do not affect the performance of the anytime CSG algo-
rithm for a uniform distribution.

2 A pre-processing approach to solve the CSG problem

LetA = {1, . . . , n} be the set of all agents in the system. Since more than one structure
can maximize the value of a system, the output of the CSG process may consist of a
set of optimal coalition structures, denoted by {CS∗}. As of now, the CSG literature
for CFG representations has exclusively focused on finding a single optimal coalition
structure, denoted by CS∗ ⊆ {CS∗} [7, 2]. Usually, the choice of CS∗ ⊆ {CS∗} for
|{CS∗}| ≥ 2 is made in an ad hoc manner, e.g. the optimal coalition structure output is
the first CS with maximal value which the algorithm encounters. However, there may be
other factors which, although not displayed in the characteristic function, can be used to
determine if one structure is better than the other and so we consider the CSG({CS∗})
problem from now onward. We will denote the set of all feasible coalitions that can be
created in the system by z and the corresponding set of all coalition values by V (z).

The most important property of CFG representation is that, as opposed to the gen-
eral PFG representation, the value of any coalition is independent from the formation
of other distinct coalitions in the system. In other words, in a system of n = |A| agents,
for any coalition C ⊆ A, the value of this coalition v(C) is the same in every possible
structure CS where C ∈ CS. Thus, if it can be shown that the value v(C) is too small
for C to be in any optimal structure of the system then, clearly, any structure containing
C cannot be in the optimal set and can be disregarded. Similarly, if it is proven that
the combined value of a group of disjoint coalitions it too small for this group to be
in any optimal structure then any structure simultaneously containing every single one
of these coalitions can be disregarded. The above discussion can be summarized in the
following lemma which holds under the CFG representation:

Lemma 1. For any non-trivial2 coalition C that can be divided into k disjoint sub-
coalitions C1, . . . , Ck where C1 ∪C2 . . .∪Ck = C; if v(C1)+ . . . v(Ck) > v(C) then
C 6∈ CS∗ and so ∀CS : C ∈ CS,CS 6∈ {CS∗}.

Proof. Consider any coalition structure CS containing coalition C. If this structure
is the optimal structure (belongs to {CS∗}) then no other structure can have a value
greater then this. However, if C can be divided into k sub-coalitions C1, . . . , Ck where

2 All coalitions of more than two agents will sometimes be referred to as non-trivial coalitions.
In contrast, singletons, i.e. agents acting on their own, will sometimes be referred to as trivial
coalitions.



C1∪C2 . . .∪Ck = C and |Ci| ≥ 1 ∀i = 1, . . . , k such that v(C1)+ . . . v(Ck) > v(C)
then clearly the structure CS′ = CS \ {C} ∪ {C1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ck} has a value greater
than CS. Therefore CS, where CS is any structure containing coalition C, cannot be
an optimal structure and ∀CS : C ∈ CS,CS does not belong to {CS∗}.

For example, in a system of 5 agents A = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5} if the value of the
coalition {a1, a2} is less than the sum of the values of the individual coalitions {a1}
and {a2} then it is clear that any structure CSa = {a1, a2} ∪ CS′, where CS′ is a
specific structure of the agents {a3, a4, a5}, must have value less than the structure
CSb = {a1}, {a2} ∪ CS′. Consequently, any structure CS which contains coalition
{a1, a2} cannot be optimal and all such structures can be disregarded.

As mentioned earlier, most existing CSG algorithms take advantage of this charac-
teristic. For example, in the anytime CSG algorithm of Rahwan et al. described in Sec-
tion 1 some subspaces of coalition structures are pruned away from the search space
before the search process has begun. Using statistical information obtained from the
input of coalition values, it is a priori decided if certain types of coalition structures
cannot be optimal. Similarly, in the process of searching promising subspaces, certain
search directions are a priori identified as those that cannot lead to an improved out-
come. Examples include dynamic programming (DP) CSG algorithms [7] in which it is
evaluated whether a decomposition a coalition C into exactly two smaller coalitions of
all the agents in C would be profitable. In this spirit, the improved dynamic program-
ming (IDP) algorithm presented in [8] considers more dissociations than just the disso-
ciation of a coalition into two disjoint coalitions. This approach, which is yet another
application of Lemma 1, turns out to be more efficient in terms of time and memory
cost than the conventional DP algorithms.

Consider a system of 5 agents where a value of a non-trivial coalition C := {a1, a2,
a3, a4} is 7. In order to prove that C cannot be in an optimal CS, it is not always neces-
sary to show that any partition of this coalition has a combined value greater than 7. It
may also be sufficient to show that the values of a strict subset of k disjoint coalitions
as in Lemma 1 are greater than the value of v(C), for instance, it may be the case that
v({a1}) + v({a3, a4}) ≥ v({a1, a2, a3, a4}). Following this intuition, we can relax
some of the assumptions in Lemma 1 and propose Lemma 2:

Lemma 2. For any non-trivial coalition C that can be divided into k disjoint sub-
coalitions C1, . . . , Ck where C1 ∪ C2 . . . ∪ Ck = C; if

∑j
i=1 v(Ci) > v(C) where

j < k then C 6∈ CS∗ and so ∀CS : C ∈ CS, CS does not belong to {CS∗}.

Theoretically, every feasible non-trivial coalition could be decomposed into all pos-
sible combinations of sub-coalitions, however, this is a completely inefficient approach.
After all, such a decomposition of the grand coalition yields Π . In the remainder of this
paper, we will show that an appropriate application of both Lemmas 1 and 2 may still
considerably speed up the CSG process in the state-of-the-art CSG algorithm.

Firstly, we will extend Lemma 1 so that it can be applied not only to a particular
coalition but to collections of coalitions which have been grouped together w.r.t. some
criteria. One natural criterion to group coalitions is size. Let all coalitions of the same
size be grouped together in |A| sets C1, . . . , Ci, . . . , C|A| where Ci denotes the set of
all coalitions of size i. For example, for A = {1, . . . , 5} there will be |A| = 5 sets



C1, . . . , C5 where C1 contains all coalitions of size 1, C2 all coalitions of size 2, etc.
Additionally, in this example, suppose that the coalitions with smallest values in C1 and
C2 are {a1} and {a2, a3}, respectively. This means that any decomposition of coalition
of size 3 will not have a smaller value than v({a1})+v({a2, a3}). Consequently, if any
coalition from C3 has a value smaller than v({1}) + v({2, 3}) then we can disregard
this coalition as, following Lemma 1, it cannot be in an optimal structure. We extend
Lemma 1 as follows:

Lemma 3. Let Ci denote the (complete) set of all coalitions of size i. For any set Zi ⊆
Ci of coalitions of size i and for a particular integer partition p of i, i1, . . . , ik such that
i1 + . . .+ ik = i, if the sum of the lowest coalition values in sets Ci1 , . . . , Cik

(denoted
di(p)) is strictly greater than the maximum value in set Zi then no coalition from set
Zi can be in an optimal structure. More formally, if di(p) :=

∑k
i=1 min Cik

> maxZi

then ∀CS : C ∈ CS and C ∈ Zi it holds that CS /∈ {CS∗}.

Proof. Suppose that coalition Ci is the coalition with the biggest value in set Zi ⊆ Ci
and coalitions Cil

, . . . , Cik
are the coalitions with the smallest value in lists i1, . . . , ik

respectively. Now consider any coalition structure CS which contains coalition Ci. If
CS is an optimal structure no other structure can have value greater than this. Now,
consider structure CS′ = CS \ {Ci} ∪ {Ci1 ∪ . . . ∪ Cik

} where Ci1 , . . . , Cik
are all

disjoint and Ci1∪ . . .∪Cik
= Ci. If the sum of the smallest values in sets Cil

, . . . , Cik
is

greater than the biggest value in set Zi ⊆ Ci then clearly for all coalitions Cil
, . . . , Cik

in Cil
, . . . , Cik

respectively, and any Ci ∈ Zi ⊆ Ci, v(Ci1) + . . .+ v(Cik
) > v(Ci) and

so v(CS′) > v(CS). Therefore, following Theorem 1, for any partition of i, i1, . . . , ik
such that i1 + . . . + ik = i, if the sum of the minimum values in sets i1, . . . , ik is
greater than the maximum value in set Zi ⊆ Ci then no coalition in Zi ⊆ Ci can be in
an optimal coalition structure and so no CS which contains a coalition in Zi ⊆ Ci can
belong to {CS∗}.

For any set containing non-trivial coalitions of size i, it is possible to compute the
set of all integer partitions of value i. Such a set is denoted P (i). Furthermore, for each
p′ ∈ P (i) it is possible to compute a value di(p′) as in Lemma 3. Now, following the
same lemma, we can compare every coalition C of size i with di(p′) and immediately
disregard those for which v(C) < di(p′). In fact, there is no need to apply Lemma 3
to all partitions in P (i) but only to the partition p′′ ∈ P (i) such that di(p′′) is maximal
in P (i). Clearly, for a coalition C of size i, if it holds that v(C) < di(p′) then it also
holds that v(C) < di(p′) ≤ di(p′′). Such a maximal value will be referred to as the
domination value of coalitions of size i. More formally:

Definition 1. For any set containing coalitions of size i and every partition p ∈ P (i),
domination value d̃i is the highest value of di(p) for all p ∈ P , or d̃i = maxp∈P di(p).

Following Lemma 1, if the value of any coalition C of size i is less than the dom-
ination value d̃i then there exists a dissociation of C with a greater value than v(C).
In such a case, C cannot be in any optimal structure. This property is exploited by the
filter rules presented in the next section.



3 Filter Rules

In this section, we propose filter rules that can be applied both while calculating the
values of all the coalitions in z (thus, generating V (z)) and while searching through the
(sub-)spaces of coalition structures. We will refer to coalitions which cannot belong to
any optimal structure as not-promising. All the other coalitions will be called promising.
We denote both of these disjoint sets by znp ⊆ z and zp ⊆ z, respectively. Initially,
before the filter rules are applied, it is assumed that all coalitions are promising, i.e.
zp = z. Furthermore, we will refer to a subset of coalition values Z ⊆ V (zp) (Z ⊆
V (znp)) as promising (not promising).

3.1 Filter rules for input calculation

While calculating all coalition values in the input, Lemma 2 can be applied to highlight
those coalitions which are not promising. However, dissociating every coalition into all
potential sub-coalition combinations is usually inefficient for coalitions of greater size.
It should be left to a system designer to decide into how many sub-coalitions a currently
computed coalition should be disaggregated. The natural and possibly most efficient
choice is to consider the singleton partition of a coalition, i.e. the decomposition of the
coalition into all of the individual agents who participate in this coalition. Clearly, in the
process of computing the value of a given coalition, all agents who co-operate in this
coalition must be known and such a disaggregation can be easily performed. Therefore,
following Lemma 2 we propose the first filter rule:

FR1 For any non-trivial coalition C that can be divided into k disjoint singleton sub-
coalitions C1, . . . , Ck where C1 ∪C2 . . .∪Ck = C and ∀i = 1, . . . , k |Ci| = 1; if
it is the case that either (i) v(C1) + . . . v(Ck) > v(C) or (ii)

∑j
i=1 v(Ci) > v(C)

where j < k then all such coalitions C ∈ znp.

Naturally, we can relax the constraint that |Ci| = 1 to |Ci| ≤ s where 1 < s < |A|
depending on into how many partitions the system designer wishes to divide coalition
C. The computational cost of applying FR1 should be balanced against potential gains.

Example 1. Consider a 5 agent system A = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5} with the following
coalition values: v(C) = 14 for C = A; ∀|C| = 1 v(C) = 3; ∀|C| = 2 v(C) = 5;
∀|C| = 3 v(C) = 10;, and ∀|C| = 4 v(C) = 12. Observe that the sum of any two
coalitions of size 1 is strictly greater than the value of any coalition of size 2. Further-
more, the value of the grand coalition is smaller than the value of a non-cooperative
coalition structure. Thus, FR1 filters out all coalitions of size two as well as the grand
coalition. However, following Lemma 1 the system designer may consider all dissocia-
tions of a coalition into exactly two disjoint sub-coalitions in the same way as in the DP
algorithm presented in [7]. Since the value of any coalition of size 4 is smaller than the
value of any coalition of size 1 added to the value of a disjoint coalition of size 3, then
coalitions of size 4 are not promising.

Now, consider the domination value. Lemma 3 immediately yields the following
filter rule:



FR2 For any subset Zs ⊆ Cs of coalitions of size s, if d̃s > maxZs then all coalition
from Zs are not promising. More formally: ∀Zs ⊆ Cs, if d̃s > maxZs then Zs ∈
znp and Zs /∈ zp.

FR2 can be applied by a system designer to every coalition C of size i immediately
after v(C) has been calculated (i.e. in the same manner as FR1). Alternatively, if |Zi| ≥
2 then the value of maxZi can be recorded while calculating coalition values in this
subset and FR2 can be applied after this process has been finished. We illustrate the
functioning of FR2 with the following example:

Example 2. Suppose the coalition values for four agents A = {a1, a2, a3, a4} are as
follows: ∀|C| = 1, v(C) ∈ 〈4, 7〉, ∀|C| = 2, v(C) ∈ 〈5, 7〉, ∀|C| = 3, v(C) ∈ 〈7, 11.5〉
and v(A) = 11.3 The domination values for the coalitions of size 2 to 4 are computed as
follows: d̃2 = minS1 +minS1 = 4+4 = 8, d̃3, = max{3×minS1,minS1 +minS2

} = 12, d̃4, = max{ 4 × minS1, 2 × minS1 + minS3, 2 × minS2 } = 16, Observe
that both d̃2 > maxS2 and d̃4 > maxS2 = v(A). Intuitively, this means that for
every coalition of size 2 and 4, there exists a dissociation of this coalition into sub-
coalitions which have value greater than the value of the coalition and so following
previous reasoning, no coalition of size 2 or 4 can be in an optimal structure and no
structure containing these coalitions can be in an optimal set.

3.2 Filter rules for search of coalition structure space

As mentioned in the Introduction, the anytime algorithm of Rahwan et al. divides Π
into sub-spaces containing structures which are identical w.r.t. size of the coalitions
involved. In a system of |A| agents let S∗ := {m1, . . . ,mk} denote the (currently)
most promising subspace, where m1, . . . ,mk represent sizes of the coalition involved
(
∑k

i=1mi = |A| and k ≥ 2). To search S∗, the values of all the coalition struc-
tures belonging to this sub-space should be computed unless it is proven beforehand
that they cannot belong to {CS∗}.4 The general form of a coalition structure in S∗ is
{C1, . . . , Ck} such that all of C1, . . . , Ck are disjoint and ∀i = 1, . . . , k Ci ∈ Cmi

.
Let CS∗N denote the coalition structure with the highest value found thus far. Rahwan
et al. propose a filter rule that, based on the statistical information gathered about the
coalition value input, avoids those structures which cannot be optimal. For k ≥ 3 and
k − 1 ≥ l ≥ 1 it holds that:

B&B If
∑l

i=1 v(Ci) +
∑k

i=l+1 max Cmi
≤ v(CS∗N ) then no structures in S∗ can be

optimal, to which simultaneously belong all of C1, . . . , Cl.

This filter rule ensures that, for a particular structure under consideration {C1, . . . ,

Ck}, if the combined value of first 1 ≤ l ≤ n−1 coalitions (
∑l

i=1 v(Ci)) plus the value
of the sum of maximum values of coalitions in the remaining sets Cml+1 , ..., Cmk

is less

3 For example, the notation v(C) ∈ 〈4, 7〉 means that v(C) can be any real value higher than or
equal to 4 and lower than or equal to 7 and that the minimal value of all such coalitions is 4
and the maximal is 7.

4 Or unless it is proven that an optimal coalition structure in this sub-space has been found.



than the current optimum value v(CS∗N ) then no structures to which all of C1, . . . , Cl

simultaneously belong will be considered in the optimal CSG process.5

Example 3. For |A| = 9 agents let S∗ := {1, 2, 2, 2, 2} be the (currently) most promis-
ing subspace, CS∗N = 28, v({a1})+v({a2, a3}) = 9, v({a4, a5}) = 4, v({a4, a6}) =
6 and max C2 = 7. Following B&B, since v({a1}) + v({a2, a3}) + v({a4, a5}) +
max C2 +max C2 < CS∗N then no structures in S∗ can be optimal, to which simultane-
ously belong all of {1}, {2, 3} and {4, 5}. These structures are: {{a1}, {a2, a3}, {a4, a5},
{a6, a7}, {a8, a9}}, {{a1}, {a2, a3}, {a4, a5}, {a6, a8}, {a7, a9}}, and {{a1}, {a2, a3},
{a4, a5}, {a6, a9}, {a7, a8}}. Thus, in this example branch-and-bound rule saves on
calculation time by avoiding calculations that lead to three structures which cannot be
optimal. Considering {a4, a6}, since v({a1})+ v({a2, a3})+ v({a4, a6})+max C2 +
max C2 > CS∗N then condition in B&B does not hold.

The above branch-and-bound technique is based on basic statistical information col-
lected about Cm, namely the maximum value of coalitions in this set (max Cm). Assum-
ing that this information is known about some subsets Zm ⊆ Cm for m = m1, . . . ,mk

then the filter rule above can be generalized as follows:

FR3 If
∑k

i=1 maxZmi
< v(CS∗N ), where k ≥ 2, then no structures in S∗ can be

optimal, in which simultaneously C1 ∈ Zm1 , . . . and Ck ∈ Zmk
.6

Example 4. In the system of 9 agents let S∗ := {1, 2, 2, 4} be the (currently) most
promising subspace, CS∗N = 25, max{Z1 := {{a1}, {a2}, {a3}}} = 4, max{Z2 :=
{{a2, a3}, {a4, a5}, {a6, a7}, {a8, a9}, {a1, a3}, {a1, a2}}} = 6 and max{Z4 := C4} =
7. Following FR3, since maxZ1 + 2 ×maxZ2 + maxZ4 < CS∗N then no structures
in S∗ containing all of C1, C2, C3, C4 such that C1 ∈ Z1, C2 ∈ Z2, C3 ∈ Z2, and
C4 ∈ Z4 can be optimal. In this example FR3 saves on calculation time by avoiding
{{a1}, {a2, a3}, {a4, a5}, {a6, a7, a8, a9}}, {{a2}, {a1, a3}, {a4, a5}, {a6, a7, a8, a9}},
and {{a1, a2}, {a3},{a4, a5}, {a6, a7, a8, a9}}.Note that there are certain combinations
of C1 ∈ Z1, C2 ∈ Z2, C3 ∈ Z2, C4 ∈ Z4 for which {C1, C2, C3, C4} is not a coalition
structure. For instance, any combination {{a1}, {a2, a3}, {a4, a5}, {a1, a2, a3, a4}} is
neither exhaustive nor disjoint. Although, we are not interested in such combinations,
it can be observed that the inequality in FR3 holds for them as well.

4 Application

To test the effectiveness of the filter rules we employ them in the state-of-the-art dis-
tributed coalition value calculation algorithm of Rahwan and Jennings [1] (DCVC from

5 Note that Rahwan et al. focused on CSG(CS∗) problem so that in their branch-and-bound filter
rule there is weak inequality sign ‘≤’. To use this filter rule in the solution of CSG({CS∗})
problem the sign ‘<’ should be assumed. This holds for the other inequality conditions in this
paper.

6 Note that certain combination of C1 ∈ Zm1 , . . . , Ck ∈ Zmk are neither disjoint nor exhaus-
tive, i.e. they are not proper coalition structures as assumed in this paper. We leave them aside
as not being relevant to our analysis. See Example 4.



now on) and in the state-of-the-art anytime CSG algorithm of Rahwan et al. [2] (RCSG
from now on).

Apart from the decentralised design, the key advantage of DCVC is that calculated
coalition values in V (z) are ordered in a unique way ensuring that only V (z) and not
z must be kept in memory. Coalition values structured in the same way as in DCVC are
used as an input to RCSG. However, it is not trivial to connect both algorithms as the
former one is distributed whereas the latter one is centralised. This means that, at the
moment when calculations in DCVC are complete, every agent knows only a fraction
of V (z) needed in RCSG. Thus, a resource-consuming data transfer has to take place.

An application of any filter rules always requires to balance computational costs
with potential gains. We will show that filter rules FR1, FR2 and FR3 can be applied
at a relatively low computational cost, and using them results in:

1. A substantial decrease the number of coalitions to be transferred; and
2. An increase the efficiency of the promising structure sub-space search in RCSG.

4.1 Application of FR1, FR2 and FR3 in DCVC

In DCVC, the space of all coalitions is represented as a set of lists L1, . . . , L|A| where
list Li contains all coalitions of size i. Within each list, the coalitions are ordered w.r.t.
the agents they are made of. This ordering ensures that the agent composition of every
coalition in each list can be derived from the place in the list it occupies. In terms of
the notation introduced in Section 2 we may write Li = −→Ci , i.e. every list is an ordered
set of the values in Ci. Such lists for a system of 6 agents a1, a2, ..., a6, all with equal
computational capabilities, are presented in Figure 1.7

All lists are divided into disjoint segments proportional to the agents’ computational
capabilities. Usually every agent is assigned two segments, one in the upper and one
in the lower part of the list. We will denote both segments assigned to agent ai in
list Lm by LU

m(ai) and LL
m(ai), respectively. As not all the list are exactly divisible

by |A|, variable α, depicted in Figure 1, is used to distribute ‘left over’ coalitions as
equally as possible between agents. ‘Left over’ coalition values assigned to agent ai

will be denoted by LO
m(ai). Overall, the above methods to distribute V (z) have the

advantage that all agent computations are finished (almost) simultaneously, even when
some coalitions require more arithmetic operations than others and when agents have
different processing capabilities. The allocation process is described in detail in [1].

After the allocation of segments has been performed, agents sequentially compute
values in lists starting from L1. Since there are |A| coalitions in L1, each agents is
assigned exactly one value from this list to calculate. Let us assume that every agent
transmits this value to all the other agents in the system. By doing so, agents are ready
to apply FR1 while computing coalition values in L2. Additionally, they are able to
efficiently compute the value of a structure consisting of every promising coalition C
and singletons, i.e. {C, {j} : j ∈ A\C}.

7 Note that in Figure 1 numbers in lists are a shorthand notation representing agents. It should
be emphasized that every list contains coalition values from V (z) and not coalitions from
z themselves. Thus, the representation of lists L1, ..., L|A| in Figure 1 should be read not as
coalitions of agents from z but as their numerical values from V (z).



Figure 1: Division of V (z) in a system of 6 agents

For example, in Figure 1, while computing the values of coalitions {a4, a5} and
{a3, a6} in LU

2 (a5), agent a5 applies FR1 and compares v({a4}) + v({a5}) with
v({a4, a5}) and v({a3})+v({a6}) with v({a4, a6}). Furthermore, this agent calculates
the values of {{a1}, {a2}, {a3}, {a4, a5}, {a6}} and {{a1}, {a2},{a3, a6} ,{a4}, {a5}}.
Let CS∗N (ai) denote a coalition structure with the highest value that agent ai found in
its assigned segments.

In DCVC, when the computational capabilities of all the agents are symmetric, each
of them receives an (almost) equal fraction of z to calculate V (z) (as in Figure 1).
The total number of values assigned to every agent is equal to either

⌊(
2|A| − 1

)
/|A|

⌋
or
⌊(

2|A| − 1
)
/|A|

⌋
+ 1, depending on the distribution of ‘left-over’ coalitions. For

example, for 20 agents this amounts to either 52428 or 52429 and for 30 agents to
either 53687091 or 53687092. Clearly, transferring such numbers of coalition values
from DCVC to RCSG is a potential bottleneck in the system performance. The appli-
cation of FR1 helps to reduce the transfer load but its effectiveness depends on the
values of the singletons. In some systems, these values might be lower than a value
of any coalition. In such a case, following Lemma 2, FR1 can be extended to consider
other partitions of a coalitionC whose value is being computed.However, dissociations
other than into singletons may considerably increase computational cost and should be
weighted against potential gains. Consequently, we propose another approach that can
significantly reduce the transfer load. Since RCSG searches only through promising
subspaces of Π, then only some lists of coalition values have to be transferred. This
means that the procedure to evaluate whether a given subspace is promising should be
removed from the RCSG and incorporated into DCVC.

In RCSG a subspace S is considered to be promising if its upper bound UBS :=∑
∀mi∈S maxLmi

is no smaller than the lower bound of the entire system LB :=
max{v(CS∗N ),max{AvgS}}, where AvgS =

∑
∀mi∈S avgLmi

is proven to be the
average value of every subspace. In DCVC, where calculations are distributed among all



of the agents, statistics such as maximum, minimum and average coalition values cannot
be computed without an exchange of information among agents. However, if agents
record maximum, minimum and average values in every segment they are assigned to
calculate then after all calculations are (almost simultaneously) finished every agent
ai can broadcast this statistical data along with CS∗N (ai). Using this knowledge, the
agents can calculate, for every list Lm, the values of maxLm, avgLm, and minLm.
Both the maximum and average values are then used, by the agents, to determine which
sub-spaces are promising. Consequently, by exchanging some basic information about
segments the agents can prune the search space at the end of DCVC in the same way as
the centre would do it in RCSG.

The subspace with the maximum upper bound is the most promising, i.e. S∗ =
arg maxS UBS , and is searched first. It might happen that the unique CS∗ (i.e. when
|{CS∗}| = 1) is found in this sub-space. Thus, in order to reduce potential transfer
load, we assume that only lists needed to construct coalition structures in S∗ are initially
passed on from DCVC to RCSG.

In the process of transmitting the lists which are required to generate all structures in
S∗, both FR2 and a version of FR3 are applied. Both filter rules can reduce the transfer
load even further. Before the transmission begins, agents calculate the domination value
d̃m for every listLm : m ∈ S∗ using the relevant statistics.8 Segments assigned to agent
ai which meet the condition maxLU/L/O

m (ai) < d̃m are filtered out as not promising.
Furthermore, for all segments in which maxLU/L/O

m (ai) ≥ d̃m, it is determined if
individual coalition values within these segments, not filtered by FR1 are not smaller
than d̃m. Individual coalitions with such values become not promising. The version
of FR2 that concerns segments will be denoted as FR2a, whereas, the version that
concerns individual coalitions as FR2b.

Although FR3 has been constructed to increase efficiency of searching Π , a ver-
sion of this filter rule can also be applied before data transfer. Let the most promising
subspace be S∗ := {m1, . . . ,mk}. Since every agent a1 knows maxLU/L/O

m (ai) and
maxLm for all m = m1, ...,mk the following version of FR3 (denoted as FR3a) can
be applied to decide whether either LU

mj
(ai), LL

mj
(ai) or LO

mj
(ai), where mj ∈ S, can

be filtered out as not promising:

∑
m∈S\{mj}

maxLm + maxLU/L/O
mj

(ai) < v(CS∗N ). (1)

If the segment cannot be filtered out as not promising then the above filter rule can
be applied to every individual coalition C within this segment not filtered out by FR1
or FR2a/b. In such a situation, maxLU/L/O

mj (ai) in formula (1) can be replaced with
v(C), where v(C) ∈ LU/L/O

mj (ai). and this version of FR3 is denoted FR3b. Finally,

8 We leave it to the discretion of the system designer as to the exact architecture of domination
value calculations. At the end of DCVC, agents can either calculate all needed domination
values individually or distribute calculations among themselves in such a way that the most ef-
ficient agents calculate domination values for the lists of coalitions with the highest cardinality
and vice versa.



after all the filter rules have been applied, the agents transfer only those values which
are promising.

To summarize, in order to reduce the transfer load from DCVC to RCSG we propose
the following extension of the former algorithm:

Step 1: Agents exchange among themselves values of singleton coalitions inL1.While cal-
culating value of any non-trivial coalition C they: (1.1) apply FR1; (1.2) compute
CS∗N (ai) and (1.3) Update and store the statistics about their segments LU/L/O

m ;
Step 2: After calculating the values in all of their segments, agents exchange among them-

selves the segments’ statistics and CS∗N (ai). Using this information, they deter-
mine the most promising sub-space S∗ and domination values d̃m for every list
Lm : m ∈ S∗ that needs to be transmitted;

Step 3: Just before transmission takes place each agent applies both FR2a and FR3a to
segments LU/L/O

m , where m ∈ S∗. If a segment is not filtered out then FR2b and
FR3b are applied again to individual coalitions within this segment that have not
been filtered out by FR1. Only the values of promising coalitions are transferred.9

Finally, it should be observed that even if the coalition value calculation algorithm
was not distributed, then FR1, FR2b and FR3b can be still be applied to determine the
not promising coalitions. In the simulations we will show that it considerably reduces
the running time of RCSG.

4.2 Application of FR3 in RCSG

The strength of RCSG in searching the promising sub-spaces is that it avoids creat-
ing both invalid and repeated coalition structures as described in [9]. Suppose that
S∗ := {m1, . . . ,mk} is the most promising subspace in a system of |A| agents and
that the value of the particular partial structure {Cm1 , ..., Cml

}, where l < k, has al-
ready been calculated. Let

−→
A′ be the ordered set of agents which do not belong to

any coalition in this partial structure, i.e.
−→
A′ := −→A\{Cm1 , ..., Cml

}. The method pro-
posed by Rahwan et al. in [9] cycles through all ml+1−element combination from

−→
A′

to construct all feasible coalitions Cml+1 . The cycle is designed in such a way that

all ml+1−combinations which must contain the agent in
−→
A′ with the lowest index are

considered first and all ml+1−combinations which must contain the second agent in
−→
A′ but not the first one are considered in the next step and so on. As explained in
Subsection 3.2, after constructing every Cml+1 RCSG applies B&B filter rule to de-
cide whether any partial structure {Cm1 , ..., Cml

, Cml+1} is promising. A version of
FR3 can be used to identify groups rather than only individual partial structures. To
this end, agents in DCVC have to gather additional information about some particular
segments in lists L1, ..., L|A|. Let −→Zm(i) denote a segment of list Lm such that ai is
the first agent in every coalition in −→Zm(i) ⊆ Lm. For example, referring to Figure

9 To indicate the position of each promising coalition value and maintain the list structure we
propose to transmit a characteristic bit vector alongside the stream of values. In such a vector
1 indicates value of a promising coalition and 0 a not promising one.



1, −→Z 3(2) is {{2, 5, 6}, {2, 4, 6}, {2, 4, 5}, {2, 3, 6}, {2, 3, 5}, {2, 3, 4}}. Assume that,
while calculating coalition values in DCVC, the agents record max−→Zm(i) for every
combination of m = 1, ..., |A| and ai ∈ A. In such a case, before cycling through all
ml+1−combinations which contain the agent in

−→
A′ with the lowest index, the following

version of FR3 (denoted as FR3c) can be applied, by a centre in RCSG. If

l∑
i=1

v(Ci) + max−→Z l+1(i) +
k∑

i=l+2

maxLmi
< v(CS∗N ),

then any partial structure {Cm1 , ..., Cml
, Cml+1} such that Cml+1 ∈

−→
Z l+1 is not

promising. FR3c is a generalization of RCSG B&B as it is applicable to groups rather
than individual coalitions.

4.3 Numerical Simulations

In the numerical simulations we compare the sequential execution of DCVC and RCSG
with and without filter rules. The following assumptions are imposed: (i) the calculation
of any particular coalition values in DCVC takes no time; and (ii) any data transfers are
instantaneous. We focus on the percentage of V (z) which does not have to be trans-
mitted from DCVC to RCSG due to applied filter rules. Additionally, we demonstrate
that, for a normal distribution of coalition values, filter rules considerably improve the
performance of the CSG process in RCSG.

Following [2, 5], we evaluate the algorithms under two different assumptions as to
the probability distributions of coalition values:10 (ND) Normal: v(C) = max(0, |C|×
p), where p ∈ N(µ = 1,σ = 0.1); and (UD) Uniform: v(C) = max(0, |C| × p),
where p ∈ U(a, b), where a = 0 and b = 1. For a system of |A| = 11 . . . 20 agents,
we ran both versions of the algorithms 25 times and reported the results within a 95%
confidence interval. The algorithms were implemented in MATLAB.

The results are presented in Table 1. Column 2 shows the number of all coalition
values |z| and Column 3 percentage of V (z) that needs to be transmitted from DCVC
to RCSG without filter rules. Column 4 shows the actual percentage of V (z) transferred
when filter rules are applied. Column 5 contains the size of the characteristic bit vector
(as a percentage of V (z)) that must be transferred simultaneously with the values in
Column 4 (see Footnote 8). The next five columns present the individual contribution of
filter rules FR1, FR2a, FR2b, FR3a and FR3b to the reduction of the overall transfer
load between Columns 3 and 4. The last column shows the running time of RCSG based
on the unfiltered input and without FR3c divided by the running time of this algorithm
based on filtered input and with FR3c.

10 We omit the sub- and super-additive cases as their solution is straightforward.



Table 1: Simulation results (all values, except for columns 1,2, and 11 are expressed in %)

Consider ND first. Without filter rules, about 90% of V (z) needs to be transmitted
from DCVC to RCSG (Column 3). Filter rules reduce this number to about 9% + 5.5%
for n = 11 and to around 2.5%+2.5% for n = 20 (Columns 4 and 5).11 FR1 is the most
successful in filtering coalitions accounting for about 50% of them. Consequently, both
FR2a and FR2b, based on the same assumption, cannot offer any significant improve-
ment upon this result. However, if the singleton coalitions have relatively low values,
then FR1 would not perform so well, and FR2a/b would become more profitable. A
decreasing percentage of coalition values are ruled out by rule FR3a. The intuition be-
hind the decreasing effectiveness of this filter rule is as follows. The higher the value of
|A|, the longer the segments become. Consequently, there is a greater probability that
the (randomly-drawn) extreme values in these segments are similar to each other. This
reduces the effectiveness of filter rules based on segments’ maxima. In contrast, FR3b,
which focuses on the particular coalition values, has increasing success. We expect that
for n > 25 only FR1 and FR3b should be used. In conclusion, the combination of the
filtered input and the application of FR3c in RCSG results in an exponentially faster
performance of this algorithm.

For the UD case, only about 50% of V (z) needs to be transmitted from DCVC
to RCSG (Column 3) but filter rules are able to reduce this number: from about 2 ×
11 All simulations are performed in MATLAB. In the future, the same simulations will be repro-

grammed in JAVA, which is a more popular platform. JAVA is also faster than MATLAB but it
should not influence the results presented in this paper which are based on relative comparison.
Note that for n > 15, it is more efficient to transfer the exact location of every coalition (in the
form of an integer) that does not satisfy the filter rules rather than transfer the characteristic bit
function since the former method requires less data.



(3.32% ± 1.79%) for n = 11 to around 2 × (1.04% + 0.1%) for n = 20. Analysis
of the effectiveness of individual filter rules is similar to the ND case. However, in
contrast to ND, the combination of the filtered input and the application of FR3c does
not significantly outperform the standard RCSG. This is caused by the very nature of the
uniform-distribution. Intuitively, since coalition values in any lists are dispersed neither
reduced input nor FR3c perform much better than B&B in standard RCSG. However,
our filter rules still prove its effectiveness by achieving large reduction in the transfer
load.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have discussed a number of techniques designed to increase the effi-
ciency of CSG algorithms. In particular, we developed filter rules which can, for CFG
representations, eliminate a significant proportion of not promising coalitions from the
space of all coalition values. Such a (structured) space of coalition values acts as in-
put to, among others, the state-of-the-art CSG algorithm of Rahwan et al. Although
this algorithm has been demonstrated to be very effective, its particular drawback is its
centralised nature. This is especially challenging as there exist already a very efficient
algorithm for distributed coalition value calculation; this means that after the DCVC
algorithm has been employed, all of the agents have to transmit all the values they have
computed to a single entity. In this paper, we demonstrated that our proposed filter rules
are extremely effective in reducing the size of this coalition value input to the CSG
algorithm. Consequently, we showed how to efficiently bridge the gap between the de-
centralised DCVC and the centralised RCSG. A natural follow up to our work, which
we plan to explore, is to develop a distributed CSG algorithm that can be relatively
easily constructed from the analysis in this paper.
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